
     ANUSHKA PRIYA

LOCKR PAY APP 

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Dedicated and efficient Frontend Developer with a passion for
developing scalable web applications. Have an ability to adapt in
both self-starting and collaborative environments while staying
focused on achieving high-quality results under strict deadlines.

WORK EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION
BCA (Distance Learning)
Bangalore Institute of Technology

Full-Stack Web Development
Masai School, Bangalore
Oct 2021 - May 2022

Class 12 (Science)
Manavdevi Dedicated Inter
College,Daltonganj
March 2020 - April 2021

SKILLS AND FRAMEWORKS
ReactJs | NextJs | JavaScript | HTML |
CSS | Flutter | Typescript | TailwindCSS |
DSA | Rest API | Git

SOFT SKILLS
Collaboration | Time Management |
Problem Solving

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Student Guide and Student Guide
Coordinator
Guided junior batches in Masai School

Badminton Player
Won competition in college
AUGUST 2019 

INTERESTS
Basketball |  Badminton | Painting |
Writing | Sketching

CONTACT

Rewari, Haryana

anushka2457@gmail.com

+91 7870353593

Anushka Priya

anushka3002Lockr is building banking app for eCommerce Merchants and Startups.
 Tech Stack: Flutter | Dart 

Implemented pay and request amount functionalities where users can pay an
individual through their lockrTag, name, or phone number.
Made different common widgets that can be used at different places based
on conditions.
Implemented allow contact sync when a user does initial payment or request.
Made custom toast for showing different success and error messages.
Implemented different methods for showing transaction status as per
conditions, paid amount, received amount, etc.
Implemented request and response model for account details, and
transaction details.

A digital experience of purchasing unlisted shares.

Tech Stack:  React | JavaScript | NextJs | Tailwind CSS
Implemented Wallet-based payment system.
Integrated investment agreement API where the user has to sign an
agreement after buying a share.
Implemented user inquiry form and integrated user detail API.
Implemented guides where users can get all the answers to their questions
regarding investment and navigating through the website.

LEADOFF              Frontend Engineer

LETSLOCKR
Lockr is building banking website for eCommerce Merchants and Startups.

Integrated transactions API for cash and card transactions on the website
wherein user can see all the transactions details and filter them on the basis
of month.
Integrated withdraw API and the withdraw flow where user can withdraw the
amount in his/her bank account via wire transfer, international wire transfer.
Integrated digital card which allows a user to make transactions when it is in
unfreezed state and the user can further freeze the card by clicking on
freeze option in order to block the transaction so that it cannot be used by
anyone else.

Tech Stack:  React | JavaScript | NextJs | Tailwind CSS

FRONTEND ENGINEER, Chace Technologies Pvt Ltd, Bangalore
Jan 2022- June 2022 (Internship)
July 2022 - Present (Full Time)
Chace is a parent company which has multiple products

LOCKR FINANCE
A crypto lending project where in a user can borrow USDC against their
BTC / ETH

Tech Stack:  React | JavaScript | NextJs | Tailwind CSS

Implemented password validation through multiple checks.
Implemented metamask and coinbase in the website to interact with
Ethereum blockchain as it works as an Ethereum wallet for users to store and
send any standard ERC-20 tokens.
Implemented borrow modal where user can borrow USDC against their
BTC/ETH.
Implemented conditional modals of borrow and repay on the basis of
selection of BTC or ETH.
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